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Housekeeping



Agenda part 1
13:00 - 13:05 (BST) Welcome to the workshop 

Cat Williams (COO, Altmetric) and Daryl Naylor (Sales Director, EMEA)

13:05 - 13:40 (BST) Altmetric update 

Kathy Christian (CEO, Altmetric) and Natalia Madjarevic (VP Client Services, Altmetric)

13:40 - 14:20 (BST) Customer Stories

● Lizzie Seals, Sheffield Hallam University
● Nathalie Cornee, London School of Economics
● Luc Int Panis, VITO

14:20 - 14:30 (BST) Break



Agenda part 2
14:30 - 15:00 (BST) Product Update - Roisi Proven (Product Director, Altmetric)

15:00 - 15:40 (BST) Top 7 tips for using Altmetric at your institution - Patty Smith (Senior Engagement 
Manager, Altmetric) 

15:40 - 15:50 (BST) Break

15:50 - 16:25 (BST) Panel session: Altmetrics in the research environment

● Gemma Derrick, University of Lancaster
● Wilfred Mijnhardt, Erasmus University

● Esther DeSmet, Ghent University

16:25 - 16:30 (BST) Close



Welcome to the day 



Impact is valued higher each year

Impact: The sub-panels will assess the ‘reach and significance’ of impacts on the 
economy, society, culture, public policy or services, health, the environment or 
quality of life that were underpinned by excellent research conducted in the 
submitted unit. This element will carry a weighting of 25 per cent.

https://www.ref.ac.uk/media/1092/ref-2019_01-guidance-on-submissions.pdf

H2020’s 'Impact’ Criterion 
Whereby all aspects will receive particular attention, i.e. 
the extent to which project outputs should contribute to 
the expected impacts described for the topic, to 
enhancing innovation capacity and integration of new 
knowledge, to strengthening the competitiveness and 
growth of companies by developing and delivering 
innovations meeting market needs, and to other 
environmental or social impacts[…]
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/pse/h2020-e
valuation-faq_en.pdf

Traditionally, bibliometrics is the use of statistical analysis to evaluate the 
importance and impact of publications on the wider community. In an Open 
Science environment, the challenge is to extend the range of bibliometrics to 
cover new forms of output, such as research data and research software, with 
new metric measures; and also to agree principles for the responsible use of 
metrics. The change in culture needed to achieve these objectives is one of the 
biggest challenges facing those who embed Open Science practices into the 
academic environment.

https://www.leru.org/files/LERU-AP24-Open-Science-full-paper.pdf

https://www.ref.ac.uk/media/1092/ref-2019_01-guidance-on-submissions.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/pse/h2020-evaluation-faq_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/pse/h2020-evaluation-faq_en.pdf
https://www.leru.org/files/LERU-AP24-Open-Science-full-paper.pdf


Growing importance of altmetrics



Explorer for Institutions



Explorer integrates seamlessly with:

Getting data into Explorer for Institutions

Pure Symplectic 
Elements

OAI-PMH



Altmetric and institutions: 
The story so far...
Kathy Christian & Natalia Madjarevic



Kathy Christian Natalia Madjarevic



Company Overview 
& update



25 +370 

+15M +136M 



New team members

Godfrey Chiu
Product Developer

Sarah Condon
Marketing Director

Danu Poyner
Product Specialist, 

APAC

Roisi Proven
Director of Product



Coronavirus

Lockdown Transition Post-COVID

Safety & Security

● Physical safety
● Basics for working from 

home in place
● Job security
● Mental health and 

well-being
● Frequent & transparent 

comms
● Connect our actions with 

our purpose (and vice 
versa)

Adaptability & 
Experimentation

● Understand employees 
evolving needs

● Adjust for varying 
individual & regional 
needs

● Revisit/revise policies
● Define conditions for 

safe office reopenings
● Increase effective 

engagement with 
employees & customers

Redefining the New 
Normal

● Revisit legacy practices
● Retain the positive 

changes 
● Stop what is no longer 

applicable
● Identify, communicate 

and shift to the new 
normal
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Check-ins

engagement@altmetric.com

https://www.digital-science.com/covid-19-initiatives/


How Altmetric does 
altmetrics (very quickly)



Patents

Where research lives Where it’s being talked about













Altmetric Attention Score & 
Mention counts

Filters or breadcrumbs
(They help you find the ‘good stuff’)



Altmetric Attention Score & 
Mention counts

Filters or breadcrumbs
(They help you find the ‘good stuff’)

Context & Content

Evidence of engagement & 
indicators of impact

(This is the ‘good stuff’)



Product evolution
2011: Altmetric Founded by Euan Adie, Altmetric badges launched

2012: Altmetric Explorer for Publishers

2014: Altmetric Explorer for Institutions, first annual Top 100, 1:AM

2015: Bookmetrix

2016: Badges for Books, EFI v2, research grant

2017: EFP v2, Dimensions badges

2018 & 2019: Incremental data & UI 
enhancements



Our products
Altmetric Badges Altmetric Explorer APIs



Unlocking the metrics 
puzzle: 
Altmetrics in action



Evolving research landscape

Illustration from Nature by David Parkins

UK RAE

Budapest OA 
Initiative NISO Altmetrics 

Project

Leiden 
Manifesto

Webometrics



Leiden Manifesto

Illustration from Nature by David Parkins

Quantitative evaluation should 
support qualitative, expert 
assessment

Measure performance against the 
research missions of the institution, 
group or researcher

Use quantitative data as a guide to 
find the valuable qualitative data (the 
stories)

Focus on the mention types relevant 
to the research objectives

Use the data for more than just 
evaluation!

Altmetrics extension

Key to the metrics puzzle?  Thinking differently



Altmetrics & REF 



If you’re new to the Research Excellence 
Framework (REF)
● REF 2014 replaced the previous Research Assessment Exercise (RAE)

● Run by the four UK higher education funding bodies

● Informs allocation of funding for UK research

● Provides accountability for public investment in research 

● REF 2021 timetable revisions to be announced shortly



For the purposes of the REF, impact is defined as an 
‘effect on, change or benefit to the economy, 
society, culture, public policy or services, health, 
the environment or quality of life, beyond 
academia.’(1)

Defining Impact



“Dissemination is not impact: even if you have 
impressive numbers of reads, downloads, views or 
listens, how do you know if anyone learned anything 
from it, benefited, or did anything different as a result? 
Keep asking, ‘what happened next?’”(2)

What makes a 4* research impact case study for REF2021? Mark Reed, Bella Reichard, Jenn Chubb, Ged Hall, Lucy Jowett and Alisha 
Peart March 19, 2019. 

GOING BEYOND

https://www.fasttrackimpact.com/single-post/2017/12/19/What-makes-a-4-research-impact-case-study-for-REF2021


Evidencing public engagement

● How has something changed as a result of the public 
engagement surrounding your research? 

● Engage with your audiences to find out
● Changes in behaviour / attitude / practice?
● Follow pathway to impact       identify evidence of 

impact



Discover pathways to impact using Altmetric 

Patent 
mentions

Policy 
mentions

Mass media 
mentions

Social media 
mentions



(patents related to 
allergen dosing food 
packets)



Join the Altmetric-REF Working Group!

● 98 members across 48 UK institutions

● Provide help and a discussion space for UK 
institutions using Altmetric to support REF 2021 

● Slack Group, training materials and exclusive access to 
discussion webinars

https://join.slack.com/t/altmetricrefw-0fc8197/shared_invite/enQtOTA3NzI0NTE5NzAxLTA0NTNlNTBlMDQwYjA5Yzc1ZTE5NmY5YjViZjZlMzVkNTUxYjI0NGQ5OGNlMTljZDgwNDg5NzE3Nzc0MTdiYzQ


Altmetrics & COVID

Analysis by Mike Taylor 



Approximate benchmark for ALL of 
Biological Sciences and Medical 
Sciences, 2019



Approximate benchmark for ALL of 
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COVID-19 Attention versus non-COVID-19 Attention

Medical & Biological Sciences Research: COVID-19 vs Non-COVID-19 research



COVID-19 Volume by news media type - Top 12 sources



COVID-19 Volume by news media type - Top 12 sources

●

●

mailto:m.taylor@digital-science.com


Impact of Open Access 
Books (teaser)
Analysis by Mike Taylor 



Growth in Open Access

Journals Books



The OA Altmetric advantage for books

Set of 32,222 Social Sciences and Humanities books, of which 
5% are OA 

Findings:

● OA books have significantly higher use on social 
networks, higher coverage in the mass media and blogs, 

and higher evidence of social impact in policy documents. 

● OA chapters have higher rates of coverage on Wikipedia 
than their non-OA equivalents



OA vs Non OA Altmetric attention



Results - news mentions



Results - news mentions

●

●

●

mailto:m.taylor@digital-science.com


Altmetrics & SDGs

Analysis by Mike Taylor 



NB Dimensions data







https://figshare.com/articles/Altmetric_SDG_Webinar_May_2020/12337958
https://figshare.com/articles/Altmetric_SDG_Webinar_May_2020/12337958


Thank you!
Any questions?

You can find us at:

kathy@altmetric.com

natalia@altmetric.com

57

For further details on Mike’s analyses:
m.taylor@digital-science.com



Customer stories



Our speakers...

Lizzie Seals Nathalie Cornée Luc Int Panis



Break time
Back at half past



Altmetric Product Update
Roisi Proven - Director of Product



Hello!
I am Roisi Proven
● Joined Altmetric as Director of 

Product April 2020

● Background in growing startups 
and consulting

● Pleased to meet you!

62



This is the Altmetric Product team!

Charlotte Perry-Houts

● Responsible for attention 
sources and data

Emma Proudley

● Responsible for onboarding 
and implementations

Louise Ho

● Responsible for UX 
and Design 



Product Updates:
Jan 2020 - Now



Platform
Now Next

● API Useability

● Evaluating new search 
integrations with 
Dimensions

Performance 
upgrades

Accessibility 
Audit and initial 
improvements

New login 
workflow



Onboarding
Now Next

● Easier Integration with 
PURE and Elements

● Improve support 
tooling for missed 
mentions and 
diagnostics

20+
New customers 

onboarded
Completed large 

infrastructure 
project



Attention Data
Now Next

● Expansion of supported 
citation formats from 
Wikipedia

● Internal tooling 
improvements to support 
News tracking

● Improved support for books
Updated patent 

import and 
six-month 

schedule enacted

Improved 
Facebook 
collector 

performance



2020 Product Vision



The way research is shared is changing



13557
Highest Attention score pre-March 2020

70



65830
Highest Attention score as of June 16th

71



Strengthening Our Foundations
Altmetric Badges Explorer For Institutions



Helping you find the right stories to tell

Revealing unknown 
treasures

Providing evidence for 
your stories



Questions?



Engagement Workshop
Patty Smith - Senior Engagement Manager



Top 7 Tips for Using 
Altmetric at Your 

Institution



Introduction

Patty Smith (Chicago, IL) 
Senior Engagement Manager
engagement@altmetric.com

Background: 5 years as a librarian in 
both hospital and academic 
environments, where I developed a 
passion for scholarly communication 
and research impact.



Session Goal: Learn how you can use 
Altmetric data in new ways

1) View early feedback
2) Publish strategically
3) Discover influencers
4) Track diverse outputs
5) Discover collaborations
6) Gain competitive insight
7) Form narratives



Citations
Often slow to accrue

(2-5 years)

ALTMETRICS
Immediate

Tip 1: View early* feedback
Use altmetrics to discover attention research is receiving online in real-time

* and recent!



Tip 1: View early* feedback
Use altmetrics to discover attention research is receiving online in real-time

Especially useful for:
● Early-career researchers
● Demonstrating impact of recently published work to 

funders and in grant applications and renewals
● Highlighting successes in real-time (great for 

communications/marketing on campus)
○ E.g. a monthly research round-up congratulating 

researchers across campus on a job well done. 

* and recent!



Tip 2: Publish strategically
Discover journals in specific subject areas that receive broad attention

Search by Field of Research codes 
(FoR)

Classification system developed in 
Australia - codes are assigned at the 
paper level, not the journal level

Where should I 
publish my 
research?



See who is talking about your research the most 

Tip 3: Discover “influencers”

● Who are the prominent voices in my 
field?

● Which blogs should I be reading?
● Which Twitter accounts should I be 

following?
● Which journals tweet the most?



Tip 4: Track diverse outputs
Credit where credit is due - track outputs beyond journal articles and discover attention

How was my 
presentation 
received?



Tip 4: Track diverse outputs
Credit where credit is due - track outputs beyond journal articles and discover attention

How was my presentation 
received & how is this 
useful?

● 29 tweets from 24 users
● Immediate feedback on 

slides
● Inform future 

presentations
● Direct others to slide 

deck
● Network opportunities 

(especially in conference 
settings)

● Monitor sentiment, i.e. 
did my presentation 
spark debate? 



Tip 5: Discover collaborations
Track collaborative efforts between institutions



Track peer institutions. What kind of attention are they receiving? 

Tip 6: Gain competitive insight

● Use for internal reporting 
● Demonstrate performance to alumni and attract 

donations
● Use for recruitment

○ New faculty
○ New students

“In the last 5 years, research at Lilliput University has been featured 
in the news 20% more frequently than peer institutions.”



Live Demonstration
altmetric.com/explorer

https://www.altmetric.com/explorer/highlights


Tip 7: Form narratives
Use altmetrics to describe the reach and impact of research

Example scenario: A department would like to demonstrate and 
describe the impact of their work for a grant application. 

First, use Altmetric Explorer to search for research outputs and 
start building context around how people and organizations are 
using and discussing this work. Consider starting with:
● Policy mentions
● Mass media mentions
● Patent mentions
● Social media mentions



Policy citations
Oral administration of morphine versus ibuprofen to manage 
postfracture pain in children: a randomized trial



Policy citations
Oral administration of morphine versus ibuprofen to manage 
postfracture pain in children: a randomized trial



Mass media attention 
Oral administration of morphine versus ibuprofen to manage 
postfracture pain in children: a randomized trial

Blog & Podcast:



Social media attention 
Oral administration of morphine versus ibuprofen to manage 
postfracture pain in children: a randomized trial



Key considerations:
● Who is benefitting from the research? 
● Who is talking about the research?
● Where are conversations taking place?
● So what? Does this reach broader 

audiences?

Tip 7: Form narratives
Use altmetrics to describe the reach and impact of research



“This work informed non-complex fracture guidelines from 
the National Institute of Health and Care Excellence 
recommending that pediatric patients receive ibuprofen to 
manage mild to moderate pain. More broadly, this research 
has influenced conversations in mass media surrounding 
opioid addiction; it has also been described on social media 
as “practice changing” research by clinicians and 
government officials, evidencing the dissemination of this 
work to audiences beyond academia.” 

Tip 7: Form narratives
Use altmetrics to describe the reach and impact of research



“This work informed non-complex fracture guidelines from 
the National Institute of Health and Care Excellence 
recommending that pediatric patients receive ibuprofen to 
manage mild to moderate pain. More broadly, this research 
has influenced conversations in mass media surrounding 
opioid addiction; it has also been described on social media 
as “practice changing” research by clinicians and 
government officials, evidencing the dissemination of this 
work to audiences beyond academia.” 

Tip 7: Form narratives
Use altmetrics to describe the reach and impact of research



Using altmetrics in references
Use altmetrics to describe the reach and impact of your work

Curriculum Vitae

1. Coral Reefs Under Rapid Climate Change and Ocean 
Acidification.  Science, December 2007. RCR: 34; Cited in 
43 policy documents (Dimensions; Altmetric)

2. Rebuilding Marine Life. Nature, April 2020. Cited in 193 
news stories in 20 countries (Altmetric)

3. Risk‐sensitive planning for conserving coral reefs under 
rapid climate change. Conservation Letters, June 2018 
Top 1% of papers published in Conservation Letters 
(Altmetric)



Final Thoughts

Spreading the word at your institution:

● Start small - tell your immediate colleagues
● Join the Altmetric Ambassador program
● Reach out to your comms department, include promotion of Explorer 

during regular meetings 
● Have champions in different departments

○ train-the-trainer sessions with librarians to target power users across 
various stakeholder groups

● Have a libguide or wiki 
● Have a clear access point



Questions?
support@altmetric.com



Break time
Back in at ten to



Panel discussion



Altmetrics in the Research Environment

Gemma Derrick Wilfred MijnhardtEsther De SmetMike Taylor



Final thoughts



What can we take from today?
•

•

•

•



Tools & tips



Join the Altmetric Ambassador program 

Promotional materials, presentation templates, 
videos and handouts  

Refreshment reimbursement for events 

For more details and information on how 
to join visit:

altmetric.com/ambassador-program/

The support from Altmetric to be the point of contact for 
all things altmetrics 

A community of over 200 researchers, librarians and publishers 
across the globe helping to spread the word about altmetrics and 
Altmetric tools at their institutions and organizations.



Thank you!
info@altmetric.com

@altmetric

mailto:info@altmetric.com

